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Welcome to the 116th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic effort and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for the size of the UWM Panther Arena.

As we celebrate our graduates, we can also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of hope. For some, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students conclude their studies. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions both in the region and across the globe. These partnerships propel innovation and create jobs for our students after they graduate. You’ve set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who will follow them in December, the Class of 2017 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all of our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all of your endeavors. Please keep us apprised of your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1931  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1951  WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1956  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1961  UW offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1963  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016  UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ‘30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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ACADEMIC DEANS COUNCIL

ROBERT C. GREENSTREET
    Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

SCOTT EMMONS
    Dean, Peck School of the Arts

KANTI PRASAD
    Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

PAULA M. RHYNER
    Deputy to the Provost for Continuing Education and Outreach, School of Continuing Education

ALAN SHOHO
    Dean, School of Education

BRETT A. PETERS
    Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

J. VAL KLUMP
    Senior Director and Associate Dean of Research, School of Freshwater Sciences

MARIJA GAJDARDZISKA-JOSIFOVSKA
    Dean, Graduate School

RON CISLER
    Dean, College of Health Sciences

TOMAS A. LIPINSKI
    Dean, School of Information Studies

DAVID P. CLARK
    Dean, College of Letters & Science

KIM LITWACK
    Dean, College of Nursing

RON PEREZ
    Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health

STAN STOJKOVIC
    Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Laura Alice Lemanski, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Bryan G. Steil, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Kathryn Gilbert
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Kimberley Cy. Motley, Esq.
   CEO and Founding Partner
   Motley Legal Services

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
KIMBERLEY CY. MOTLEY has earned the reputation of one of the world’s most respected and successful international lawyers. Armed with an unwavering determination and a passion for justice, Motley is the first and only foreign lawyer to ever litigate in Afghanistan’s Courts. Motley came in 2008 to Afghanistan with JSSP for the purposes of training and mentoring Afghan Defense Attorneys. In 2009, she left JSSP and became the first foreigner to litigate in Afghanistan’s Courts and independently began representing a vast array of clients in Afghanistan. In addition to this, she began conducting published research on juvenile justice in Afghanistan. Motley is a private attorney who considers herself as a global investor in human rights and as a result her pro bono work comprises about 30% of her cases.

Her success has included but is not limited to, securing the first Presidential Pardon for a woman charged with adultery which subsequently decriminalized running away as a crime in Afghanistan, successfully working on international child abduction cases which resulted in the return of British and Australian children ages ranging from 2 years to 8 years old, successfully working in Bolivia on stopping the legalization of child rapes under the age of 6 through the representation of a forensic doctor.

Bringing her vast knowledge, experience, success record and steadfast ethical standards to each case, Motley challenges outdated illegal cultural norms and focuses on laws that are under utilized.

Her expert legal work has earned international attention with segments on CNN, the BBC, NBC, Dan Rather Reports, as well as articles in The New York Times, Vanity Fair, The Guardian, The Washington Post, and The Huffington Post, among many others. Motley has also published several articles on juvenile justice and contemporary legal issues in Afghanistan. In 2014, Richard Branson named her as one of the fourteen most inspirational people. She is currently penning a book chronicling her experiences as an International Attorney in Afghanistan and beyond as well as her fight for justness.

Motley’s litigation practice has taken her around the world and she currently represents clients on every continent, except Antarctica. In 2016, Motley officially launched the Justness Project and with the aim of improving legal representation globally as well as educating people to understand the law in a substantive way.

She recently gave a TED TALK https://www.ted.com/talks/kimberley_motley_how_i_defend_the_rule_of_law?language=en outlining some of her work. An award winning international documentary highlighting her work entitled “Motley’s Law” was released in October 2015 and is being shown in various film festivals globally. In addition to this, Motley is working on a book about her experiences with plans for release in 2018.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
  UWM Wind Ensemble
  Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
  Laura Alice Lemanski, vocalist

WELCOME
  Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
  Bryan G. Steil, Regent
  UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  Kathryn Gilbert
  UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
  Avi Shaked, Founder and Chief Executive Officer
  Onward Technologies, Chicago IL

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
  Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Recessional
AVI SHAKED is founder and CEO of Onward Technologies, a corporate IT services and custom software development provider since 1987. Avi sold his company to a public company in 1998 and successfully negotiated its return in 2000, rebranding it as Onward Technologies.

Mr. Shaked was born in 1950 in Israel and grew up on a farm. After completing his service in the Israeli Air Force, he moved to the United States where he received a vital scholarship at UWM in 1977 for which he is eternally grateful. Avi graduated in 1980 with a BS in Electrical Engineering and then worked as a design engineer at IBM where he worked on the design for the System 36 a new minicomputer.

The impact of the scholarship and education Mr. Shaked received from UWM prompted Mr. Shaked and his wife, Dr. Babs Waldman, to establish a foundation to provide scholarships for engineering students at UWM in 2006. Over 250 students have received scholarships so far.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

AFRICOLOGY

Crystal Latanya Edwards
“HER-story: African American, Middle-School Girls Exploring their Intersectional Identities”
Major Professor: Erin Winkler

Maxime Sarah Mianzokouna
“Developmental State Economic Model Versus Neo-Neoclassical Principles: The Case of Rwanda and Burundi”
Major Professor: Abera Gelan

Charmane Monic Perry
Major Professor: Erin Winkler

Majeed Abdul Rahman
“The Effect of the Great Recession on the Black-White Unemployment Gaps in Cities”
Major Professor: Harwood McClerking

ANTHROPOLOGY

Michelle M. Birnbaum
“The Richter Site (47dr80): A Millennium of Prehistoric Technological and Cultural Change on Washington Island, Door County, Wisconsin”
Major Professor: John D. Richards

Emily Jane Epstein
“Nobi Ni-Tse’tse’ede (House on the Cold One): Hunter-Gatherer Household Archaeology and Climate Change, Harney County, Oregon”
Major Professor: Jean L. Hudson

Adrienne Carey Frie
“Cultural Constructions of Nature: Animal Representation and Use in Early Iron Age Southeastern Slovenia”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Kevin James Garstki
“Production and Technological Change: Ironworking in Prehistoric Ireland”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

Lara A. Ghisleni
“Shifting Ground: Rethinking Concepts of Continuity and Change in Late Iron Age and Early Roman Landscapes of Southern England”
Major Professor: Bettina Arnold

ARCHITECTURE

Nancy Sin-mei Chu
“Walkability and Accessibility: A Users’ Perspective of a Planned Neighborhood”
Major Professor: Josef Stagg

Royce Michael Earnest
Major Professor: Robert Greenstreet

Sahar Sadat Hosseinibalajadeh
“The Zayandehrud River Speaks: Writing Hydraulic Landscapes of Isfahan”
Major Professor: Manu P. Sobti

Myounghee Jorn
“Cultural Attributes and Housing Adjustment Behaviors: Exploring How Korean Elderly Immigrants Mediate their Cultural Needs Through Dwelling”
Major Professors: Brian Schermer & Gerald Weisman
continued

ARCHITECTURE

Amin Mojtahedi
“Social Learning and Knowing in the Workplace: Revisiting Non-Assigned Seating Strategy Using Wenger’s Theory”
Major Professor: Brian Schermer

Mark A. Proffitt
“Exploring the Costs and Values of the Household Model in Long Term Care”
Major Professors: Brian Schermer & Gerald Weisman

Layla Mohammad Qarout
“Reducing the Environmental Impacts of Building Materials in High-Performance Buildings”
Major Professor: Dennis M. Utzinger

BIOLICAL SCIENCES

Kristin J. Ciezki
“New Insights into the Role of Antimicrobials of Xenorhabdus in Interspecies Competition”
Major Professor: Steven Forst

Vibhuti Hemantkumar Jansari
“The Role of PilJ and its Structural Domains in the Localization and Function of the Chp Chemosensory System in Pseudomonas aeruginosa”
Major Professor: Sonia L. Bardy

Surashree Sunil Kulkarni
“Targeting of Flavobacterium johnsoniae Proteins for Secretion by the Type IX Secretion System”
Major Professor: Mark J. McBride

Stephen Andrew McGuire
“Operationalizing Resilience in the Face of Water Conflict: Linking Social and Ecological Systems”
Major Professor: Timothy J. Ehlinger

Jesse Michael Reinhardt
“A Novel Link Between the Chemotaxis and Biofilm Dispersion Systems of Pseudomonas aeruginosa”
Major Professor: Sonia L. Bardy

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS

Jwaher Abdullah Almulhem
“Layperson Perceptions and Attitudes Towards National Electronic Health Record Introduction in Saudi Arabia”
Major Professor: Timothy B. Patrick

Usha Neupane
“Study of Pathological Conditions of Liver Using Ultrasound Images”
Major Professor: Devendra K. Misra

Neel Shimpi
“Development and Evaluation of an Interdisciplinary Periodontal Risk Prediction Tool Using a Machine Learning Approach”
Major Professor: Susan W. McRoy

CHEMISTRY

Shamsul Arefin Ahmed
“Method Development for the Short Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of 5-Chloro-7-benzoyl 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furan-3-carboxylic acid (BRL-37959) and its Analogs: Potent Anti-Cancer Agents and Cyclooxygenases (COX) Enzyme Inhibitors”
Major Professor: M. Mahmun Hossain

Jennifer M. Mcgarry
“Probing the Interaction of Nitric Oxide with Cytochrome C554 from Nitrosomonas europaea”
Major Professor: Arsenio Pacheco

Shalini Srinivasan
“Persistence in STEM: Development of a Longitudinal Model Integrating Self-Efficacy, Outcome Expectations and Performance in Chemistry Gateway Courses”
Major Professor: Kristen L. Murphy

Veera Venkata Naga Phani Babu Tiruveedhula
Major Professor: James M. Cook
Jaclyn Michelle Trate  
“Integrating Scale Across the General Chemistry Curriculum”  
Major Professor: Kristen L. Murphy

James L. Wankowski  
“Studies on the Extraction of Metal Ions into Quaternary Ammonium- and Pyridinium-Based ILs”  
Major Professor: Mark L. Dietz

COMMUNICATION

Seokhoon Ahn  
“What is a Good Acculturation Strategy?: Immigrant-Centered Approach to Acculturation with the Theory of Planned Behavior as Theoretical Framework”  
Major Professor: Tae-Seop Lim

Benjamin Ma Baker  
“Exploring the Discourses of Marriage, Family Identity, and Fatherhood in Married Gay Fathers’ Relational Talk”  
Major Professor: Erin Sahlstein Parcell

Thomas E. Bunton  
“Agility Within Higher Education IT Organizations: A Loosely Coupled Systems Perspective”  
Major Professor: Erin K. Ruppel

Chang Shik Choi  
“Uncertainty Appraisal in First Career Employment Information Seeking”  
Major Professor: Erik Timmerman

Michelle Andrea Fetherston  
“College Students and Career Information Seeking: Applying the Comprehensive Model of Information Seeking to Career Preparation”  
Major Professor: Erik Timmerman

Lindsey Marie Harness  
“Enacting a Path from Despair to Happiness: A Critical Analysis of the It Gets Better Project”  
Major Professor: John Jordan

Laura Motel  
“Cross-Cultural Meta-Analysis of Personality and Leadership Effectiveness: Cultural Comparison and Convergence Over Time”  
Major Professor: Nancy A. Burrell

Jessica Samens  
“How Individuals Disclose Health Information: A Study Examining the Choices Made When Sharing Health Information”  
Major Professor: Mike R. Allen

Arrington Lee Stoll  
“Bidding on a “biddie”: Social Exchange and Online Dating”  
Major Professor: Mike R. Allen

ECONOMICS

Mehdi Barati  
“Three Essays on Crime Deterrence Laws”  
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Gabriel J. Courey  
“Market Power and the Nonprofit Sector”  
Major Professor: John S. Heywood

Seyed Hesam Ghodsi  
“Do Economic Fundamentals Have Symmetric or Asymmetric Effects on House Prices?”  
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Majid Haghani Rizi  
“Essays on Housing Markets and Financial Intermediaries”  
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

Anni Huang  
“Essays on International Credit Market and Monetary Policy”  
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

Sarah Isa Imlau  
“The International Trade Credit Channel: Implications for Industry Performance”  
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

Mehrnoush Motamedi  
“Three Essays on the Economics of the Family”  
Major Professor: Scott Adams

Linh Pham  
“Utilizing Man-Made and Natural Resources for Economic Development: What are the Mechanisms and Why?”  
Major Professor: Itziar M. Lazkano
Doctoral Degrees

continued

ECONOMICS

Sujata Saha
“Do Exchange Rate Changes Have Symmetric or Asymmetric Effects on Stock Prices?”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Abdihafit Hassan Shaeye
“Essays on Human Capital and Wages of Refugees and Other Immigrants in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Scott D. Drewianka

Alexey Igorevich Yukhov
“Essays on the Resource Sector, International Economics, and Environmental Policy”
Major Professor: Rebecca M. Neumann

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Elliot Lewis Broch
“Case Study Examining the Treatment Effect of Trainee Psychologists in Schools”
Major Professor: Kyongboon Kwon

Alexander Gomory
“The Impact of Priming Power on Sexual Harassment Proclivity in Male Correctional Officers”
Major Professor: Stephen Wester

Charisse A Kroner
“The Impact of Teacher Accountability Measures on Teacher Self-Efficacy Beliefs”
Major Professor: Jacqueline Nguyen

Samuel Reese Purdy
“Structures and Strategies that Support Instructional Coaching”
Major Professor: Karen C. Stoiber

Mercedes Santana
“Development and Validation of a Self-Care Scale for Clinical and Counseling Doctoral Students”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

Anya Woronzoff Verriden
“Perceptions of Belongingness and Support in STEM Subjects for Middle School African American Girls”
Major Professor: Thomas Baskin

ENGINEERING

Ali Saeed Alarjani
“Decision Making in Global Petrochemical Facility Location Selection Using Similarity Coefficient-Based Clustering Algorithms”
Major Professor: Nidal H. Abu-Zahra

Farid Atry
“Hemodynamic Response of Cortical Tissue to Optogenetic Stimulation in Transgenic Mice”
Major Professor: Ramin Pashaie

Saman Beyhaghi
“Investigation of a Novel Turbulence Model and Leading-Edge Slots for Improving the Aerodynamic Performance”
Major Professor: Ryoichi S. Amano

Anju Bhatt
“Analysis of Two Stage Nested Queue Model with Application in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Mehdi Gilaki
“Design for Safety: Characterization of Structural Impact on Lithium Ion Battery Packs”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

Yingying Gu
“Bayesian Methods and Applications to Unstructured Data”
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Seyed Ahmad Hamidi
“DC Line-Interactive Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) with Load Leveling for Constant Power and Pulse Loads”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Suha Mubarak Lasassmeh
“Fiber Optical Current Sensor Design and Modeling”
Major Professor: Chiu Tai Law

Jianyang Li
“Novel Nanomaterials for Lithium Ion Batteries and Oxygen Reduction Reaction”
Major Professor: Yingchun Yuan
Suhail Hasan Serbaya  
“Facility Location Decision for Global Entrepreneurial Small-to-Medium Enterprises Using Similarity Coefficient-Based Clustering Algorithms”  
Major Professor: Hamid Seifoddini

Jun Tan  
“Integration of Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles into Power Distribution Systems”  
Major Professor: Lingfeng Wang

Rohit Ugle  
“Performance Optimization of Onboard Lithium Ion Batteries”  
Major Professor: Anoop K. Dhintra

Junling Xie  
Major Professor: Yingchun Yuan

ENGLISH

Michael E. Beebe  
“Irish Biopolitics: Modern Literature, the Body and the Postcolonial State”  
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

Mark Robert Brand  
“Passbook”  
Major Professor: Liam R. Callanan

Peter Joseph Brooks  
“Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”  
Major Professor: David P. Clark

Ashley Sue Evans  
“Expanding Composition Pedagogies: A New Rhetoric from Social Media”  
Major Professor: Anne F. Wysocki

Ronald J. Felten, Jr.  
“Just Say No: Authority, Disobedience, and Individuation in Some of Sam Peckinpah’s Minor Films”  
Major Professor: Tasha Oren

Zachary T. Finch  
“A’ Oor Ain: The Making of a Scottish National Cinema Through Short Fiction Films 1930-2015”  
Major Professor: Tami Williams

Kalling J. Heck  
“Film After Authority: The Transition to Democracy and the End of Politics”  
Major Professor: Patrice Petro

Molly Margaret Kessler  
“Bodily Boundaries: Inflammatory Bowel Disease and Rhetorical Enactments of Self”  
Major Professor: Samuel S. Graham

Richard Scott Schnoll  
“An Exploratory Study of Learning Transfer from the Online Technical Communication Course to the Workplace”  
Major Professor: Rachel Spilka

Alison Nikki Sperling  
“Weird Modernism”  
Major Professor: Jane Gallop

Christopher Mcallister Williams  
“The New Apocrypha”  
Major Professor: Maurice A. Kilwein-Guevara

Leslie A. Singel  
“The International Commuter: Contemporary Post-Immigrant American Literature”  
Major Professor: Gregory S. Jay

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES

Chelsea A. Weirich  
“Cyanobacteria and Cyanotoxins in Lakes and Drinking Water”  
Major Professor: Todd Miller

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

Danielle Delaire Cloutier  
“Microbial Communities and Ecology of Fecal Indicators at Lake Michigan Beaches”  
Major Professor: Sandra L. McLellan
GEOGRAPHY

Haijian Liu
“Ash Tree Identification Based on the Integration of Hyperspectral Imagery and High Density LiDAR Data”
Major Professor: Changshan Wu

Nicholas L. Padilla
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Lisa Gabrielle Wozny
Andrew Douglas Wusler
Master's Degrees

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health

Owen Bowie
Bethany Canales
Joseph Conrad Chase
Tiffinie Cobb
Niki Ann Euhardy
Erin Nicole Hutchins
Sara Johnson
Mary Katherine O’Gara Jung
Kara Louise Kehl
Rebecca Ann Kryshak
Rachel Lecher
Regina Manansala
Kyle William McDaniel
Kylii Mae Paavola
Briana Alana Rozivka
Sarahjean Schluetchupmann
Brooke Taylor Schowalter
Elisa Jane Sibinski
Cory Neil Steinmetz
David Strong
Sang Thao
Zachary Gene Zeyen

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work

Danielle Jo Armstrong
Devon M. Armstrong
Alicia Sue Bauer
Krystal Marie Bourgeois
Miranda Ann Cain
Tiaan Tara Dahl
Amandla Mariah Daniels
Stephanie Mae Denzer
Benjamin Hanan Fendrich
Courtney Lee Fredrick
Jeremy Fuller
Ashley A. Hall
Amanda Marie Herbst
Caitlyn Marie Hummel
Shannon Emmanne Johnson
Crystal Michelle Johnson
Henriette Flora Johnson
Jerry Michael Kahn
Melissa Klemm
Lizabeth Erin Kostelnky
John James Kruse
Maijer Sayavong Lee
Alyssa Marie Mann
Sara Lyn Maynard
Erica Jean McCorkindale
Ashley Lynn McDermott
Elizabeth Anne McNab
Cauley Mae Meurer
Mary Angela Meyer
Caitlin Michele Meyers
Jessica Frances Mutsch
Cori Ann Myszk
Ariel Marie Namowicz
Holly Lynn Neuman
Kenyetta Oubre
Reilly Pruitt
Paulene Raoul
Wendolyn Teresa Romo
Andi Ann Rupp
Olivia Schuenke
Carrie Ann Smith
Scott Alan Sobczak
Matthew Staab
Brooklynn Sullivan
Bao Thao
Taylor Watters
Myra Eve Werner
Tracy Katherine Werner
Ashley Marie Zellner

SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts

Goncalo Nuno Franco Borges
Cathryn Faith Miller
Michael Anthony Miner
Jenna Catherine Nitkowski

SPANISH
Master of Arts

Maria Ayete
Daria Bzeniuk

URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning

Benjamin Joseph Block
Sarah Katherine Bregant
Michael Callov
William Charles Griffith
Jacob Andrew Heermans
David Earl Johnson
Ryan Peterson
Emma Lydia Siegworth
Kelly Nicole Strausberger
Matthew Thomas Werderitch
Joseph Widing
Peter Reed Wykhuis

URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science

Heather Louise Angelinetta
Nicholas Demarsh
Kenneth C. Hodges
Toni Terese Johns
Caitlin Dyan Taylor
Jane B. Van Eerden

WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
Master of Arts

Candice Marie Williams
Bachelor’s Degrees

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science

Gabrielle Elise Aijala
Fares Maher Alotaibi
Jafar Samir Amin
Soren Carl Arnevik
Hamzah Ahmed H Baker
Suzana Bicanin
Cherise E. Cerocke*
Kevin Dabrowski
Kayla Joy De Vares*
Patrick Limbos Desamito
Kyle Deane Downing
Tyler Dudley
Colin F. Dwyer
Nicholas Robert Eyrich
Reid Michael Finley*
Isabella Ray Finney*
Jarincy Flores Rodriguez
Dylan John Gamble
Zane Gayle
Allan Scott Gilman
Alexander Peter Gordon
Kathryn Elizabeth Greskoviak*
Christopher John Grulke
Sylvestor Sherman Hampton
Logan James Harp
Jonathan Daniel Heider
Juntao Huang
Andrew Michael Huss*
Brian Kelly
Jackson Richard Leverenz
Melissa Elizabeth Lorenz*
Rebecca A. Lyga*
Alessandra Elena Maurtua
Samuel Tyler McGhesney
Alexander Andrew McWhirter
Jonathan Coyne Nelson*
Hayden John Newton*
Hiep Tuan Nguyen
Adam Oknin*
Jessica Pfeiffer
Kalin J. Reed
Robin Clare Reedy
William Clarence Rehling
Trent Joseph Rieder*
Tyler Robb
Tyler Ray Roloff
Erik Philip Schiller
Murray Vincent Smith
Jake A Stuck*
Di Tang
Melissa Ruth Templeman
Nicholas Antonio Teresi*
Maria Auxiliadora Tigreros
Garett Weber Tomesh
Alec Casper Uecke*
Mary Marjorie Vander Steeg
Dominique Xiong
Qianfei Xu*
Lander Yang
Tommy Cheemou Yang*
Mikayla Ann Zirbes

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Mott Christopher Abrams
Ella Rae Anderson*
Brett Everett Baeten
Moriah Paige Bame
Beverly Barbara Bartlett
Emily Elizabeth Bartsch*
Kanika Nicole Bass
Jennifer Rose Bauer
Taylor Brianna Bell*
Gina Bender
Ryan James Bennett*
Jeremy Holmes Berson*
Adam Bjoraker*
Emily Marie Bolwerk*
Joe Bowes
Malcolm Philips Bowie
Morgan Therese Braithwaite
Samuel Robert Breden
Colby Breyfogle*
Carly Reeves Broutman*
Sarah Patricia Brumm*
Julia Rose Bustle
Janelle Renee Bute*
Faith Christine Casselman*
James Trevor Cestkowski
Hannah Olivia Christensen*
Meghan Marie Collins*
Broderick Anderson Coning*
Emma Mae Corbett*
Noah Joseph Dalluge
Ashley Ann Daoust*
Jonathan Thomas Dean*
Jeremy Isaac Detina
Brandon Arthur DeWitt
Gregory Michael D’Haeze*
Kylee Jo Diedrich*
Danielle Kirsten Dupeze*
Nicholas Andrew Early
Amanda Nate Eppers
Ryan Timothy Fallon*
Raya Maher Fanek
Erin Katherine Farrell
Kayla Marie Flentje*
Emily C. Gaustad*
Ryan Michael Gonzalez*
Aidan Spencer Gouran
Sarah Peggy Greenwald
Aaron Michael Guenther
Adam Blaine Hackbarth*
Alissa Marie Hacker*
Layce Morgan Hall
Kayla Nkaajhlub Hang*
Sean Latif Heiser*
Marisa Nicolle Hellen
Elora Lee Hennessey*
Abigail Morgan Hoerchner*
Susan Grace Holder*
Kevin Robert Horne
Casey Rose Rose Houlihan*
Vincenzo Jerome Jablonski
Bridget M Jambura
Thomas Earl Janny
Colleen Bridget Jaskulski
Sophia Yolanda Rose Jones*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF
ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING

Melissa Marie Kasper
Ethan Thomas Kastner*
Brandon Gregory Kempf*
Halstead Lawrence Kerr*
Tiffany Marie Kiepert*
Tayler Janea Kizewski
Brunilda Koeller*
Angelique Noel Koeppke*
Donald Edward Kozinski
Allison Christine Krenz
Morgan Dae Kromholz
Zachary Brian Krueger
Evan James Kuder
Kelsie Ann Lane
Bryson Joseph Langer
Laura Alice Lemanski
Morgan Leverence
Amanda Christine Litwin*
Zacharia Joseph Lutz*
Zachary J Lyons*
Lauren Marie MacLeod
Michael Patrick Maguire
Andrew Francis Manske
Sasha Marie Mayeur*
Sean Michael Charles-McDowell
Ian Jack McGibbon
Shannon Mary McInnis
Nathaniel Patrick McMonigle*
Adam Christian Melster*
Danielle Jean Mills Bowser
Kacie Danielle Monroe
Andrew Lawrence Montano
Daniel L. Mork*
Natalie Claire Moss
Allie Nicole Mott*
Audrey Jane Mundstock
Jonah James Mutranowski*
Tyler Nellis*
Jacob Reed Neuman*
Mitchell H. Noffke
Alexa Valerie Noll
Allison N. Nowack
Diana Nunez*
Bryce O’Boyle*
Louisa Lynn Ochieng
Yeh Rin Oh
Elena Estela Olsen-Valdez
Brian George Olson*
Clayton Cole Olson
Maria Margarita Orta
Quinn Andrew Otman*
Kantanut Palagawong Na-Ayudhya
Hannah Pendel
Tyler S. Potter
Solana Ramirez-Garcia*
Logan Cal Reichenberger*
Kelly Aileen Riordan*
Madeline Elaine Rittgers*
Calvin Tyler Rupnow
Samantha Jo Sampson*
Michael Andrew Sapieja
Mina Rose Satari
Steven Dean Schara
Erika Amanda Scherer
Kodi Tyler Schopper
Jennifer Ann Schroeder
Kellie Marie Schultz
Paul Richard Sekulski
Aiman Othman Sharkas
John Sherwood*
Victoria Renee Silva*
Matthew Charles Silverberg*
Karaka Singh
Alexander Walter Smith
Devon Damonte Smith
Samantha Lynn Smith
Naomi Noel Snortum
Nicholas Soward*
Lauren Marie Spude*
Mason David Stich*
Samantha Ann Stoeger
Claire Danielle Strominger*
Eren Charles Tanyeri
Bryana Kelli Tastad
Alessandra Carissa Tato*
Youa Thao*
Sarah Elizabeth Tramonte
Pin-hui Tsai*
Amanda Ilene Van Dorin
Jacob Ronald Viane
Leah Faye Vosters
Chelsey Ann Wagner*
Kalice Nishelle Walker*
Allison Margaret Waller
Kelly Ann Wallschlaeger*
Yinan Wang*
Yizhou Wang
Bailey Lynn Wegner
Alanna Rose Welsh
Erin Loretta Whitney
Lindsey Ann Witter*
Nicole Rene Woodward#
Blair Wright
Moxian Xu
Gowla Yang
Kelly Nicole Yasatan*

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business Administration

Moatiz Fouad Abduljalil
Bandar Fuad Abu Sabir
Lauren Renee Ackley
Patrick Anthony Adams
Tahmina Akter
Omair Ahmed Alamri
Mohammed Wadid A Alanazi
Nicholas C. Alberti*
Sultan Mohammad Aldawsari
William Joseph Alder
Sulaiman Mohammad O-Alfraih
Saad Saud A Alhasawi
Thamer Ibrahim Alhazmi
Zakriya Mohammed Alismail
Deena Aljeshi
Musaaq Omair Alkahtani
Mutlaq Saad Alkhaldi
Omar Mohammed Alkhaliid*
Fares Shaker A Almutawa
Mohammed Sulaiman-Alnamleh
Fahad Hamoud Alrawdhan
Batol W H A E Alsaffar
Abdulwahab Sulaiman
A-Alshuwaibi
Hussain Ali Alsuakairi*
Musaaq Abdulla Altuwaigari
Khalid Hussain Alyami

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Sulaiman Abdullah Alzaben  
Saja Hassan Alzayer  
Reem Al-Zubeidi  
Derek Steven Ambrose  
Cody Yaw Ampomah*  
Amy Anderson  
Lydia Patricia Andresen  
David Antoine  
Nathan Richard Anton  
Jamie Nicole Arendt  
Jessica Arias-Brafo  
Jiryes Khalil Audi  
Eriica Leigh Backus  
Cody Dean Bailey  
Nicholas Edwin Barlow  
Benjamin B. Barnett  
Jorge Adrian Barreiro  
Spencer Thomas Barron  
Zachary Thomas Barry*  
Sara E. Bartz  
Gage Daniel Bean*  
Allie Elizabeth Beecher  
John Kenneth Berling  
Alan Morgan Berner  
Andrew Mark Best  
Melike Ranee Ayten Birlik  
Elizabeth Ashley Black  
Cody Joseph Blaser  
Todd Michael Blatnik  
Brandon Cage Bobb  
Carly Rae Boldt*  
Shawn A. Bosman  
Jacqueline Patricia Botzau  
Justin Philip Bouressa  
David William Bramel  
Timothy Brennan  
Hannah Jeanette Brown  
Joseph Lee Bruni*  
Nikola Bulj*  
Trent William Butb  
Melanie Lynn Cain*  
Peter Joseph Campagna  
David Johnathon Cannon  
Samuel Richard Capasso  
Dominique DeVante Carter  
Charles James Catania*  
Xia Chang*  
Dakota James Chapman*  
Beau Ryan Chard  
Nicole Ann Chartier*  
Dan Joseph Chirello  
Zachary Laurence Chmielewski  
Adam Michael Chudy  
Bryan F. Clark  
John Philip Clark  
Zachary James Cody*  
Kaden James Coleman  
Candice Lee Colton*  
Austin James Conner  
Caroline Elise Corrigan  
Rachel Evelyn Cotter  
Jermale Cotto  
Amanda Eileen Cummings  
Jaclyn Louise Czech*  
John Gordon Daggett  
Max Henry Dalebroux  
Devan John Daniels  
Joshua John Davids  
Levi Michael Dax*  
Dylan Daniel Detert  
Samantha Lynn Ditzman  
Emily Margaret Dobrich  
Steven Thomas Doll  
Abraham Aliou Donzo  
Colin Gabriel Dom  
Mitchell Miles Douglas  
Alycia Marie Doxox*  
Kieran Driscoll  
Nastassja Shin Dubinsky*  
Aaron Earl DuBose  
Ibrahim Duhaeysh  
Kiet A. Duong  
Sean Eagon  
Nichole Kathleen Ebert  
Hannah Louise Nadine Egle  
Derrick Xavier Endres*  
Amira Ka Ennis  
Troy C. Epping  
Luis Donaldo Esquivel  
Eric David Essmann  
Jenna Marie Evans  
Trevor Adam Fahrenbruck  
Matt Kevin Fellenz  
Alyssa Ann Felske  
Keaton Jacob Feuerstein  
James Raymond Feurstein  
Andrew Douglas Fischer  
David James Fischer  
Kayla Louise Fischer*  
Riley Michael Flaherty  
Rosaeleena Fleites  
Justin Allen Flood  
Kathryn Lee Foreman*  
Mackenzie Duane Francis  
Jacob Robert Freeman  
Amanda Marie Friedrich  
Bonnie Elisabeth Furse  
Pamela Joan Benitez Gabriel*  
Ben Mohamed Gaddour*  
Frank Edward Galindo  
Olivia Katherine Gallimore  
Marlene Garcia  
Rayan Saleh Gashlan  
Gennadiy Gazaryan  
Ariel Benjamin Gely  
Hannahpatrice Elizabeth-Gilbert  
Tara Ashley Glenn  
Joseph Kenneth Glynn  
Tammy Marie Gomolla*  
Juan Carlos Gonzalez*  
Cody T. Goodbear  
Cameron Alan Gradei  
Stephen Daniel Graeff  
Logan James Grayson  
Sam Green  
Jordan Tyler Greenberg  
Corey Michael Greuel  
Matthew Paul Griffin*  
Renee Lynn Groom  
Kyle James Gunther-Robinson  
Eric Paul Hackbarth  
Alexia Pariskevi Haidemanos  
Dakota Ray Hall  
Steven Gary Hameister*  
Firas Hamid  
Zachary Joseph Harenda*  
Chloe Harrington  
Allen Joseph Harris  
Crystal Harris  
Christopher Alan Harroun  
Alyssa Makayla Harvey*  
Daniel Hass  
Brandika Sharon Hayes-Fink  
Bingqing He*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Emily Head*
Olivia S. Heinze
Cassondra Helt
Jon Russell Henschell
Emily Her
Lee Her
Edgar Raul Hernandez
Jeffrey Daniel Heron
Ronald Kendal Hightower-Hopson
Jacqueline Mary Hilbert
Jarrid James Hoeppner
Joel Edward Hoerchner*
Ashlie Bryn Hoffmann
Shawn Thomas Hofmann
Brianna Lynn Hoskins
Spencer Soroosh Hosseini
Saw Yoe Tha Htoo
Melanie Sue Huibregtse
Steven Andrew Hulen
Aaron Hultman
Nadine Nather Hussary
Brianna Marie Iverson*
Paul John Jacobs*
Brian Edward James
Luke Alexander Jaskolski
Casey Ryan Jahn
Carter Vaughan Jenkins
Tian Jiang
Evan Michael Johnson
Thomas George Jonas
Braden Just
Christopher Peter Kadletz
John A. Kafura
Amir Rassem Kaloti
Katelyn Elizabeth Kaminski
Alexandrea C. Kannenberg
Sree Vikram Reddy Karri*
AdinaAlejandra Uri Kasimoff
Emily Elisabeth Keehan*
James Michael Kelly*
David James Kelly
Megan Judith Kern
Parker Alan Kessel*
Benjamin John Kiehnau
Erica L. Kilps
David Kim
Benjamin David King
Michael David Kirsanov
Jesse Aaron Klink*
Jared Kenneth Klopstein
Richard L. Koceja
Lucas Richard Kohn*
Samuel West Kordon
Aaron Koss
Kostas Yiannis Kotselias*
Ashley Leigh Kovacic
Daniel Raymond Kraus
Evan Dominic Krause
Joseph Jerome Kreitzer
Emily Evelyn Krueger
Brady Kuhn
Samantha Langereis
Nicholas Patrick Larsen*
Nicholas Reed Larsen
Jordyn Irene Leadingham
Eui Cheol Lee*
Yeng Hoau Lee
Jacob Paul Lefurgey
Jacob A. Legault
Chad Charles Leitinger
Kayla Patricia Lesniewski
Kristin Lynn Lewis
Kyawnette Rochelle Lewis
Chenxia Li
Jiajun Li*
Li Li
Luoya Li
Nicole Lickteig
Julie Doris Lincoln
Zach John Lindsley
Morgan Irene Linenberg*
Tiffany Ann Lisowski
Clay Alan Loofboro*
Kianoush M Loutfy
Jiaoting Lu*
Jacob Leif Lundquist
Jingwen Luo
Nicholas Karl Maas*
Logan Timothy Madson*
Elizabeth Louise Maher
Joseph Harrison Mahler
Abdus Smad Mahmood
Robert Maldonado
Chase Daniel Maly
Taylor Rianne Mansfield
Kelly Theresa Manski*
Anna Rose Manteufel
Juliana Marciniak
Emily Elizabeth Maris
Dustin Adam Marolla
Bradley William Marshall
Brandon Martinez
Slavka Marusic
Amir Nagati Mavarakis
Trisha Susan Maxwell
Emily Jean Mayer*
Courtney Lee Maynard
Ryan Jeffrey McAndrew
Meghan Kathleen McCabe
Willina ReAnna McCoy
Mary Elizabeth McElligott*
Sean Paul McGahan
Symone Renae Mcglath
David Scott McKeag
Carmen Kay Mellips
Nicholas David McKendrick
Yu Meng*
Devon James Mertins
Kendall Meyer
Natalie Nicole Meyers
Kevin Lee Michel
Ann Marie Michna
Marina Joanne Mielke
Jenna Marie Miller
Kimberly Alice Millies
Marshall Ethan Minges
Darren Lee Mizia*
Sarah Jean Mizia*
Austin John Moder*
Trenton Thomas Moe
Anita Bosibori Mogaka
Ashley Rose Mohr
Anthony Miron Moniuszko
Devon Grey Montgomery
Kaitlyn Barbara Montour*
Andrew Nathan Moore
Elise Leann Moss
PaHoua Moua
Yue Moua
Meena Mousavi

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Shaprece Shakira Nabors*  
Brandon Scott Nazer  
Eric Neal  
Lindsey Victoria Neitzel  
Abbey Elizabeth Nelson*  
Katlynn Ann Nelson*  
Rachel Leigh Nelson  
Tess Jordan Anna Nelson*  
Yonahant Nevearez  
Halee Marie Newman  
Alex James Nicholson  
Madeline Rose Nicora  
Haley Marie Nilsen  
Jordan B. Nimmer*  
Mohammad Nouri  
Victoria Rose Novak*  
Alexander Novakovic  
Nicholas Daniel Nowakowski  
Kristin Elizabeth Nylander*  
Abby Oando  
Thomas Maibusch O’Brien*  
Bobola Temitope Odebiyi*  
Ann Marie Ongie  
Sara Jessica Opie  
Erick Ortiz  
Jeffrey Paul Owens*  
Vincent Paul Paikowski*  
Leslie Ann Palmer  
Kyeong Rang Park*  
Tullika V. Patel  
Ummati Patel  
Christopher Timothy Patterson  
James Colin Patterson*  
Madelin Victoria Pederson  
Gavin D. Pellett  
Hannah Elizabeth Perret  
Christopher Micheal Peters*  
Meghan Nicole Peters  
Stephanie Lynn Petersen*  
Louise Petrovich  
Michael Anthony Phung  
Bethany Rose Pitts  
Morgan Nicole Plangen*  
Joshua Plier  
Elaina Ann Porcaro  
Kostadinos Christos Poulos  
Nathan Michael Pozolinski*  
Gonzalo Prado Vazquez  
Alexander Patrick Prahl*  
Bretton Cameron Prahl*  
Alexander Aldrich Probst*  
Joseph Allen Przybylski  
David Emery Purcell  
Benjamin Larry Quentin  
Kiara Elena Ramirez  
Derrick Richard Rapavi  
Alexander Joseph Reddy*  
Katharine Lynn Reif*  
Brandt Daniel Reifenrath  
Brandon Jerome Reiter  
Adam Timothy Reuss  
Maura Kaitlyn Rich  
Raymond Patrick Riordan  
Samantha Mary Roberts  
Sarah Anne Robillard*  
Molly Martha Robinette  
Esteban De Jesus Rodriguez  
Jennifer Lee Rogers  
Megan Ann Rolerat  
Jacob Rolstad  
Ashley Nicole Roman  
Riley Scott Romenesko  
Holly Halleh Roozrok  
Nicholas William Ross  
Timothy Edward Rotruck  
Ryan David Rouse  
Alice Marie Rowley  
Spencer Gordon Rudolph  
Jonathan Carl Rutkowski  
David Rybicki*  
Kyle Ray Rzentkowski*  
Manee Nikki Saenphonphakdee  
Siddiq Talal S Saifaldin*  
Islam Salhab*  
Francisco San Emeterio*  
Felipe Sanchez-Amelines  
Sundos Salah Sarsour*  
Shane Edward Sauls  
Eri Patricia Scanlon  
Thomas Andrew Schimp*  
Jared Mitchell Schmidt*  
William Randall Schmucker  
Matthew D. Schneider  
Chad Wesley Schoening*  
Benjamin Charles Schoonover  
Steven Michael Schrank  
Evan Daniel Schultz*  
Michael Schulz  
Sarah L. Schupp  
Michael David Schwahn  
Peter M. Schwalbach  
Danielle Marie Shandley  
Kayla Mae Shauger  
Sarah Marie Shellehe*  
Azadeh Shemirani  
Hangbing Shen  
Xini Shen*  
Zimo Sheng  
Richard Carlson Sippl*  
Nicole Christine Smilaniich  
Logan Michael Smith  
Charles Jonathan Snyder*  
Kevin James Snyder  
Brandon Somsack  
Anthony Dale Soo Hoo  
Cassandra Alicia Soto-Gillon  
Tyler David Spangenberg  
Ryan Antonio Sparacino  
Perry Andrew Spott  
Chad Daniel St Martin  
Edward James Stackman  
Jonathan Michael Stadler*  
Mitchell Francis Stahl  
Micaela Marie Stanley*  
Paige Olivia Steffens  
Sarah Elizabeth Stenberg*  
Mitchell Gray Stewart*  
Nicholas Christian Stoehr  
David Stonecipher*  
Amanda Leigh Stovall  
Alysa Straub*  
Daniel Raymond Studer  
Thomas Christian Suvevic  
Taylor Marie Sweene  
Abdilrahem Bassam Taleb  
Jason Steven Taleronik  
Yuting Tan  
Melissa Marie Tellez  
Mikayla Grace Tenorio  
Markiya K. Terry*  
Katie Terzynski  
Pa Thao  
Taylor Joseph Thering  
Nicholas Adam Thiede

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

Ryan Francis Thiele*
Holly Anne Thom
Valeriya Tikhomirova
Joyce Ann Timmins
Cheryl L. Tolliver
Michael James Tomlin
Lucas John Tonstad
Breann Caitlin Trester
Zachary Lawrence Truss
Lisa Marie Trzebiatowski*
Isatou Tunkara
Deanna Umaske
Abbey Lynn Van Heuklon
Adam James Vanden Elzen
Kou Yang
Mai Der Vang
Kody John Vansistine*
Jazmin Perez Vela
Peter John Verbruggen
Samantha Sally Victor*
Noah Jeremiah Vodisek
Christina Marie Wakeman*
Kylie Hefty Wallace
Emily Michele Walsberg
Ryan Thomas Walters
JiaCheng Wang
Maci Lynn Watrud
Tiarra Weathers
Christopher Michael Wedel
Brady James Weisgerber*
Maricela Weix
Casey Torin Welch
Joshua Joseph Sylvester Welch
Leyi Wen*
Courtney Lynn West
Derek Allen White
Jacob Gordon Wick*
Cody Michael Wilks
Ashley Nicole Williams
Diamond Tiandre Williams
Kyle A. Wirtz
Taylor Christian Wisdorf
Nicholas Brett Wise
Jordan James Witbeck*
Jacob Paul Witkowiak
Mark Michael Witzke
Joshua Wiza
Nathan Wojta
Mitchell Mark Woolever*
Jeremy William Wright
Meng Ju Wu
Weibo Xie
John Xiong
Diana Yakshimamedova*
Kathie Pahoua Yang
Pashia Yang
Michele Beth Yeager*
Nicholas Yeh*
Storm Marie Young
Weimei Yu
Danielle Justine Zarr
Emily Michelle Zeman*
Tianyi Zhang
Runhao Zhao*
Xinyi Zheng*
Xing Zhou*
Jiayu Zhu
Ashley Victoria Zielinski
Alicia Droster Zuchowski

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

Dean Alan Shoho

_Bachelor of Science_

Tracy Marie Allen*
Sean Antonio Alvarez*
Tammie Anderson Taylor
Amber Lynn Anderson
Chloe Betts Anderson
Jared Ryan Anderson
Tony L. Arellano
Tommy Lee Austin
Breanna Casandra Beich
Samantha Mae Bender
Phillip Randy Berger*
Paula Selena Berman*
Joseph Stuart Bianchi
Eva Louise Blythe*
Molly Rose Botsford
Halie Jean Taylor Brashar
Emily Rae Bronstad
Amber Brittany Brooks
Ashley Marie Buetow
Michelle Patricia Caldwell
Colleen Marie Cavanaugh
Fred Alexander Cibik
Brian John Condon
Fredrick Franklin Connors*
Megan Jean Cychosz*
Jill M. Daane
Elizabeth De Leon
Tricia A. Denman
Leah Renee Derris*
Alyx Taylor Dever*
Jackie D. Dickinson
Carla Elizabeth Dorn*
Abigail Nicole Duke
Kathleen Therese Dunn*
Jeremy William Dunne
Clare Anna Dusold
Jennifer Dvoran-Wycklendt
Emma Jeanette Eisenschink
Marley Elizabeth Ellis
Laila Eslami
Angela Marie Evans
Emily Ann Eyssauttier*
Nickole Cas Shea Foster
Taylor Patricia Freeman*
Michelle Marie Garner
Olivia Jane Garniss*
Ashley Marie Gemeinhardt
Kaitlin Kathleen Grafmeier
James Allan Greene
Elizabeth Eve Groat
Chloe Brooke Gropper*
Joel Rodman Guidinger*
Heather A. Hasse
Bianca A. Hill
Jacob Aaron Hoffman
Desiree Amber Irek
Haley Rae Irwin*
Kiyla Lin Irwin*
Rosheena Jallow
Lindsay Leigh James*
Brooke Jameson
Katlyn Mary Jiannacopoulou*
Harper Lee Johansen
Elliot Conner Jones*
Karly Rae-Lim Jones*
Sarah Elizabeth Jones
Kamei Elizabeth Kim
Christine Klein*
Rachel Pauline Knigge*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Samuel Kurt Koenig*  
Taylor James Koss  
Lexy Mae Kuepper  
Zaire Nichole Lanier  
Quentin Lathan  
Elizabeh Ann Lay-del Moral*  
Yen Lan Le  
Alexandra Elizabeth Lerner*  
Sanquita Lewis  
Kelsey Elizabeth Linhart  
Paci Lor*  
Jaxin Quinn Mackienruf*  
Kirsten Taylor Majstorovic*  
Amanda Leigh Marks*  
Megan Marquis  
Emily Irene Marsho*  
Kimberly Elizabeth Matavka*  
Michele Matitz  
Erin Jane Mazaba  
Dillon Riley McMackin  
Laura Elizabeth Milanowski*  
Ann Louise Miller  
Vincent Millevolte  
Sarah Elizabeth Montgomery  
Joshua Michael Montminy*  
Megan Leigh Monzingo*  
Whitney Noelle Motiff  
Mutinta Mwaanga Muma  
Steven John Naus  
Ashley Marie Odden  
Nicholas Alexander Olsen*  
Reinaldo L. Ortiz  
Kelley Marie Osvatic  
Robin Lynne Pagan  
Alexandra Lyn Panos  
Anna Marie Paradowski*  
Elizabeth Ann Paynter  
Rodayah Rashel Pedriana  
Renee Mary Penzkoover  
Lauren Mae Peterson  
Trevor Pirics  
Cecilia Ponce  
Gina Loren Pupillo  
Kallie Marie Rank*  
Sarah Anna Marie Reynolds*  
Kathleen Lorraine Richards*  
Dakota Liz Rohling*  
Kayla Ashley Rome  
Jesse Meir Rosengarten*  
William Ruarke  
Joshua M. Ryczek  
Alexan Jane Sachse  
Sam Schmalz  
Bailey Schmitt*  
Madeline Lee Schmitz*  
Erin Marie Schuenemann*  
Brittany Patricia Schultz*  
Chaz Nicholas Schwandt*  
Ian Michael Scott  
Erik Marie Seib  
Michael Kenneth Sell*  
Bailey Morgan Servais  
Allie Simmerman*  
Samanta Irene Sinclair  
Danielle Elizabeth Slattery  
Ihesa M Q Smith  
Kathleen Mary Snider*  
Sally M. Snyder  
Chalon R. Stacker  
Eleanor Marguerite Steiner  
Jaclyn M Stoczanyz  
Elizabeth Mira Suvevic  
Dietrich Tatum  
Max Thiede  
Daniel Keith Torres*  
Holly Ann Van Ruden*  
Tess Marie Vancura  
Alexander Michael-Vanissaveth*  
Kristen Ann Veloskey  
Hannah Pace Vertovec  
Noah Joseph Voegeli*  
Misty Marie Voss*  
Jenna Marie Wahl  
Paula Jean Waldoch*  
Monet L. Walker  
Samantha Marie Warden*  
Samantha Rose Watts  
Nicholas Ian Wayne  
Leon Wells  
Leigh Anna Whisenant*  
Stephanie Ann Williams*  
Shelby Lyn Willig*  
Jonathan David Wisth*  
Amanda Kay Wood  
Tiffany Ann Wright  
Latoya Nicole Young  
Haneen Hisham Zaal  
Nicholas James Zbichorski*  

**Awarded Commencement Honors**

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE**

Dean Brett A. Peters  
**Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering**

Charles Philip Abram  
Bryan Adams  
Hasan Zakaria Al Mubarak  
Mohammed Mubarak Alajmi  
Amjed Khalid Alashoor  
Ahmed Albusalih*  
Hussain Saud Alfaraj*  
Hussein Ali F Alfares  
Abdullmalik Shaub Alhomili  
Salamah Khalaf S AlJaddua  
Ibrahim Mohammed Aljudaibi  
Abdullah Hussain AAlmakrami  
Ebrahiad Adnan Almodairas*  
Ahmed Alnabhani  
Abdulah Alqahtani  
Khalid Mesfer Alqahtani  
Mohammed Abdullah  
H-Alshammari  
Mansour Houssien Alzamanan  
Jessica E. Andreas  
Matthew David Balisterri  
Anne Elizabeth Barlas  
Wesley Stine Bassindale  
Sean Michael Bekx  
Nathan Daniel Bellon*  
Kenneth Thomas Bennett  
Adam Bertrand Berger  
Alex Daniel Berger*  
Trista Hope Bessey  
Benjamin James Bessler  
Jacob Gary Boening  
Jeremy John Bohlmann  
Joshua James Bottoni  
Joshua Charles Cabaniss  
Diyeneira Camarena  
David Michael Carter  
Alexis Clare Cera  
Nicholas Scott Chandler  
Andrew Wesley Chapman  
Daniel Jon Chartier*  
Alexander Robert Cleaveland  
Caleb Gray Cockings
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING & APPLIED
SCIENCE

Daniel Michael Coffey
William Matthew Corson
Cody Michael Crotty
Jordan A. Crowe
Jingmin Dan
Beatris De Leon
Dana Marie DeMatthew
Ujjwal Dhungana
Nicholas James DuBach
Zachary Zeppy Duerst
Erin Nicole Dugan
Aaron Duong*
Conner Lee Dziedzic
Cory John Engdahl*
Sima Farekas*
Abdulrahman Mohammed-Fattah
Matthew Anthony Frank
Lucas Matthew Furey
Paul Robert Garni*
Mitchell Ryan Gomon
Andrew Kleber Greer
Mitchell Ryan Greiner
Grant Griffiths*
Anthony James Gulan
Traa Thomas Haase*
Nickolas S. Hager-Morgan*
Yuda Han*
Wenkai Han
Robert Lee Hansen
Steven Lee Hawkins*
Thomas Jw Hocking
Andrew Michael Hoeft*
Kyle Thomas Holmes
Dianlin Huang*
Qiming Huang*
Matthew Kyle Hying
Kobina Armoo Insulf
Alexander John Janette
Lowell Douglas Johnson
Hannah Marie Jost
Joseph Anthony Justus
Samuel Adam Kagel
Anthony George Kapellen
Hunter James Kemps*
John Jacob Kettenhoven
Du Seop Kim*
Jeff Thomas Komorowski
Michael John Koppelman
Nathaniel Lee Koszuta
Jacob Timothy Kovacevich*
Jonathan Paul Kraemer
Benjamin Jay Kroeger
Aaron Joseph Kroupa
Andrew Conrad LaFleur
Ryan James LaPlant*
Jirong Li*
Victoria Anne Liakopoulos*
Pierce Torsten Lindell*
Joseph Mcquain Linscott
Benjamin Lukes
Jessica Kay Madriaga
Amaneep Singh Mahal
Matthew Jerome Makowski
Alejandro Luis Marrero
Jorge Maya
Papa Mboge
Cory James McKenzie
Kelley Michael McKenzie
Paul Richard McKinster*
Jacob Lawrence Medal
Nicholas Hons Menninga*
Majed Ghalib I Mohammed
Antonio Rocco Montemurro
Gabriel Joseph Montgomery
Kyle Robert Moore
Nathan Michael Moore
Autumn Elizabeth Morden
Andrew Thomas Morgan
Shahrukh Mubshar
Morgan Elizabeth Nager
Jeremy Scott Neerhof
Gideon Van Nelson*
Sydney Taylor Nerad
Philip Benjamin Newman*
William Adam Nierenberger*
Graham Seth Novak
Eric Andrew Olson
Jaime Johan Ortiz-Zuasnabar
YuChen Pan
Cooper Nathaniel Patton
Stephen T. Penn
John Harlan Peterson*
Luke Podella
Angelo N. Poulos*
Nikhil Prakash
Cole Andrew Prinsen
Michael Ryne Pyntenberg
Anthony Allen Radaj
Bryan Michael Radke
Jason Benjamin Regall*
Yi Ren*
Brennan Joseph Reynolds
Guy Reynolds
Gerald John Richie
Dylan Clinton Thomas Riley
Alex Edward Rosenquist
Paul Gregory Saari*
Omar Saleh*
Shane Sampo
Paul Daniel Schindelholz
Joshua Daniel Schmidt*
Carter David Schroeper*
Eliot Schultz
Westin Joseph Schultz
Shane Steven Sedgwick
Shuo Shang*
Rachel Grace Siddons
Nathan Patrick Sievers
Daniel James Smith
David James Staron
Artur Piotr Starosciak
Riley Richard Stone*
Timothy James Strandt
Andrey Strelkov*
Nathan Douglas Sturm
Erin Kathleen Swanson
Derek Thomas Thorn
Evan James Timmermann
Corey Daniel Tomasik*
Joseph Trindal
Hsin Chen Tsai
Michael Samuel Turenne
Jeffrey James Van Kampen*
Kyle Allan VanDaalwyk*
Honest Vang
Kee Vang
Ricardo Vargas
Xiong Vue
Joseph Kenneth Wacha
Zachary Michael Wall
Christian Alexander Wallace

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Allyson Mae Loris*
Blake Austin Luedtke*
Nicholas D. Lund
Mary Ellyn Maheras
Melaina Victoria Marinello
Aleksandar Marjanovic*
Abigail Anne Marks
Alyssa Rose Maronde
Alec Christopher Marquette
Hayley Jane Marshall*
Jose Angel Martinez Galindo*
Michelle Rae Matysik
Luke Anthony Maurer*
Megan Rose McNutt*
Katherine Carey McRoberts
Lynn Elizabeth Medved
Lindsey Mae Melotik*
David Clemens Mertens
Jacob Sang Meyer*
William Franz Meyer
Sara Marie Moldenhauer
Nicole Vanida Mongkhoun
Mychaela Lynn Moore*
Gabriel Daniel Morales
Mohamed Rabeeh Musaitif
Daniel Stewart Neary
Tayelor Marie Neiss
Matthew Stuart Nelson
Noen Mar Nelson
Rachel Julia Nieva
Patrick Michael O'Connell
Afnan Odeh Odeh
Jessica Owens
Mandi Lynn Pagel
Kayla Marie Palmer*
Stephanie Elizabeth Paly
Ethan Thomas Scott Pape*
Dhara Parekh
Angela Rose Parsons*
Jennifer Lynn Pashawitz*
Amber Marie Pawlowski
Alexis Brooke Pederson*
Lauren Cipriana Pellegrini*
Wilson Perez*
Lindsey Dawn Peters
Melissa Mae Peterson*
Molly Madeline Pfeffer*
Vincent Prezioso
Sourina Ann Rajaphoumi
Matthew Preston Ramirez
Amanda Lee Rankovic*
Anna Marie Rappelt
Mallory Helene Rebatzke*
Rebecca Lynn Reiche
Lindsey Morgan Reiff*
Kent Mitchell Ring
Tia Poorani Rinzel*
Al-Mutasem Nasr Salamin
Joannie Stephany Sanchez*
Brandon Schmidt
Cullen Dale Schuh
Alexander Michael Schuld
Mark Joseph Sebastian
Jade Ellie Seipel*
Makaela Kathleen Senleben
Kaitlyn Marie Sherlowsky
Madeline Missouri Smith*
Jennifer Kay Sontag
Riley Joseph Spitzig*
Dana Stanek
Abigail Nicole Stein
Kayla Marie Stencel
Marshall Jacob Stich*
Emily Strombeck
Allison Marie Sword*
Abigail Joan Sydow*
Grant Devere Tays
Brandon Kong Thao
Lauren Kathleen Thiel*
Julia Marie Thimm
David Thor
An Truong thuy Tran
Joshua Derrick Trevino
Amanda Joelle Uttech*
Eddiza Naomi Valadez
Melissa Hope Van De Hey*
Amanda Ilene Van Dorin
Brittney Ann Van Dusen
Jacob L. Verkuilen*
Brandon John Vetterkind*
Sherri Marie Vignavong
Alexis J. Vrabel
Jenna R. Wahl*
Kristine Marie Wallace
Deontay James Walsh
Gayana Hasini Wanniarachchi
Brent Alan Warndahl
Sarah Susan Wenszell
Anny Kristine West*
Brian Windsor
David Michael Winger
Kellianne Elizabeth Wolff
Brooke Elizabeth Woolever*
Trina North Worby
Trevor Wright
Jennifer Xiong
Summer Xiong
Youa Xiong*
Mailee Yang
Nicole Elizabeth Zander*
Abby Zenner*
Christopher Ryan Ziegler

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Larry J. Aboagye
Nikita Teresa Abraham
Jordan Scott Acevedo
Brian Ahrens
Asma A. Alfaifi*
Joshua Nathaniel Allen
Assaye Assefa
Jared Michael Bachman*
Sandra Baermann
Ahmad Mohammad Bazaid
Angelina D. Bergman
Nathan William Dean Bloom*
Andrew Boese
Daniel Ryan Borth
Austin Joseph Bricco*
David Aaron Brown
Noah Thomas Brown
Scott Robert Brunn
Joseph Daniel Carriweau
Alex Conti*
Andrew Michael Craig

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Matthew Alan Daus*
Ariana de Losada*
Angela Marie Dickinson
Quan Dinh
Jenna Rae Dishman
Lauren Ann Dobson
Latreda Downey
Timothy Drexler
Gage Michael Driscoll*
Alyssa Jane Ellifson
Richard Lee Ervin
Evan Thomas Euclide
William Fang*
Aaron James Fox
Kellen Bryant Fuerstenau*
Hector Magtanggol Gatdula
Claudia Maria Gebhardt
Sam Christian Miller Goerke*
Samantha Leigh Grelecki
Lisa Hang
Gerald Alan Harmon*
Nicole Janelle Hawkins*
Joshua Lloyd Hazzard
Raymond Paul Hendrix
Blia Mary Her
Ching Her
Katrina Renee Hightower
Eric Ray Inglend*
Mark Daniel Janik*
Alee V. Johnson*
Manda J. Johnson
Sara Lynn Johnson
Tyler Elliot Johnson
Rajiv Joshi
Cheong Hyun Kim*
Austin Robert Koch*
Eric Allen Krautkramer
Joseph DeWalt Layden
Jung Seon Lee
Kee Lee
Paul Lee
So Ra Lee
Aaron Gregory Lentz
Justin Tyler Liegl*
Daniel Jonathan Lindberg
Daniel Henry Lynch
Jesse Reed Maercklein
Thomas Lee Manschot
Peter Alexander Mascari
Devon Zachary-Brian Matthias
Rebecca Nicole McNeil
Jonathan Robert Menzel*
Alan Minarik*
Theodore Victor Mitchell*
Denise Lynn Molidor*
Thomas Kiene Murphy*
Badr Nashar
David Emilio Ortega
Mathew James Palmen*
Shubham L. Patel
Christian Anton Payne
Natalie Elizabeth Peters
Ashley Raven Phillips
Marissa Corine Piotrowski
Matthew Puhl*
John Savier
Andrew Franklin Schmitt
Monique Marie Schneider*
Lee William Schomberg
Eric Schooff
Michael Leigh Senkeil
Nathan James Snow*
Elizabeth Ann Spektor*
Erin Jean Steffener
Tyler R. Stolecki
Jeffrey Robert Strand
Craig John Surtees
Kou Thao
Simeon Elias Thiele*
Gary Daniel Timm
Matthew David Tolzman
Joshua Joseph Treuer*
Gina R. Turpin*
Mark Van Weelden
Bee Yang
Uny Peter Varh*
Eligio E. Vasquez Benitez*
Sheldon Cortez Williams
Kasey Lauren Windsor
Imari Samina Woods*
Long Xiong
Bee Yang
Simone Maydeu Yang*
Scott Zientara

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Dean David P. Clark
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
Jamila Jamal Abdeljabber
Caleb Joseph Abfall
Ellen Michelle Abolt*
Jesse David Acker*
Savannah Rae Adams*
Emily Alexandra Adkins*
Zakari Saad Agherrabi
Shahed Tholifikar Ahmad
Abdelrhim Ahmed Adam A-Ahmed
Yasser M. Ahmed*
Firas Zafar Akbar
Jessica Elizabeth Alanis
Monique O. Alcantar
Alana Mae Alderson
Adam Ahmad Aleiou*
Carmen Socorro Alicea
Alisha M. Allen
Danielle Joy Allen
Benjamin Jay Ambroch
Brandon Hamilton Anderegg
Haley Jon Anderson
Hannah Rachel Anderson
Jaimie Marie Anderson*
Jennifer Marie Anderson
Megan Elizabeth Anstett*
Annabelle Eileen Arney
Diana Arredondo
Desiree Rockelle Ashe
Nicholas Justin Babilitch
Courtney Noel Babula*
Joshua Ryan Baczkowski
Margarita Bagdasarova
Jacob Matthew Balistrieri
Cortney Kay Ball*
Esme Hazel Barniskis*
Kathryn Ann Baron
Bradley Barr
Gabrielle Louise Barriere
Thomas James Barrock
Alice Corinne Barton
Mordechai Yisrael Bates

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Anthony Joseph Baumann*  Payton DeYoung Brock*
Allison Marie Bay  Daniel Gordon Brodel
Kaylee Anne Bayer*  Devon T. Brodel
Bo Charles Bayerl*  Shawn M Brogni
John Joseph Beasley  Ryan Mark Bross
Isabella Sabine Beaupre  Melissa Renee Brown
Melissa T. Beck  Katie Louise Brubaker
Jake Gerald Beckman  Bianca Desirae Bruch*
Kyle David Beesley  Kyle Frazer Buchanan
Amy Lynn Beilke*  Quinton Charles Buckhanan
Brandon Matthew Bembenek  Brooke Irene Buckley
Tiffany Marisa Benecky*  Timothy Joseph Budda*
Ilemayri Benitez  Trevor Aaron Buffington
Colin Michael Benton  Hannah Ruth Bulgerin*
Rebecca Ann Berard  Ryland James Bullis*
Robert Christopher Berg*  Jessica Renae Burgess
Jennifer A. Bergemann  Haleigh Alexis Burt
Sara Nicole Bergmann  Nicole Erin Bushman
Tenin Ange Berte  Eli James Buss
Robert James Bertheaume  Aleksandr Butovskiy*
Kate Rose Beson-Crone*  Angela Margaret Butula
Laura Jennifer Beth  Paul Byrne
Heidi K. Beulen  Carrie Caillot
Amanda Beuscher  Andrew James Campbell*
Nagendra Bhulanja  Clair Elizabeth Campbell
Tatia Biddle  Grace Marie Caringello
Collette Rae Bien  Trinity D. Carlson
Christopher Carlson Billick  Lourdes Josepha Castro
Josephine Cecelia Birkholz  Marissa Lauren CeCot-Petersen*
Kelly Anne Birren*  Jack Henry Ceschin*
Bryan Joseph Bitto*  Bikrum Singh Chahal*
Greta Nicole Black  Carly Michelle Chapko
Christine Alexandria Blavat  Maurice Burse Childs
Robert Martin Bleeke*  Anastassia Marie Christensen*
Kourtney Evette Blevins  Kendra Jean Christensen*
Kayci L. Bodart  Hanah Christine Christiansen
Rachel Nicole Bogatay  Jacob M. Clark
Samantha Lee Boltz  Kelsey Clark*
Giovanni Joseph Bonasera  Elena Kjeris Coleman
Markela Andrea Bond  Nicholas Conners
Seth David Borchardt  Gerald Eugene Conrad
Teryn Jean Bordwell  Samantha Lyn Cook*
Harry Albert Boris  Cecilia Coons
Lauren Jean Bostanche*  Kennia Leonely Coronado
Brian William Boyd*  Stephen Mark Coss*
Allison Elizabeth Bradley  Anastasia Cox
Jordan Jarrod Bradley  Kyle Joseph Cramer
Alexandra Lynn Brajkovic  Jean Carlos Cudemos
Grant Erwin Braunschweig  Ja’Nell Branae Cunningham
Megan Elizabeth Brinkman*  Carmen Davis

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Demi Marie Fohl
Marijam Frahmand
Luke Thomas Franklin
Kailee Rose Frederick
Jacquelin Frias
Kelly Nicole Friedrichs
Jenna April Gaidosh
Ratkia Galijot*
Arturo Adan Adan Garcia
Yuemeila Garcia McClaren*
Jordan Nathaniel Garcia*
Kassandra Garcia
Sydney Aline Gardner
Deja Garner
Tomas Julian Garrett
Andrew Joseph Gartner
Jordan Charles Gasirowski
Bryce Bryant Gassner*
Kathleen Marie Gavin*
Paige Alexandra Gawronski
Karl Michael Gebhard
Evan Thomas Gehl
Erika Kathleen Hahn
Mariah Snobie Hall
Michael Donovan Hallgren
Nicholas Ryan Halverson
Taylor Anne Halvorsen*
Tyra Kala Hamelin
Noah Paul Hammes-Hefti
Jianyuhan Jerem Han
Ryan Daniel Hanrahan
Stephanie Harleston
Cole Lee Harris
Elizabeth Elaine Harris
Molly Jane Harris
Dylan James Harrison
Matthew James Harvey
Megan Marie Harvey
Tiffanie C. Haskins
Ashley Christeen Haynes*
John William Heal*
Miles Kane Heidecker
Caitlin Genevieve Heider*
Emily Anne Helm
Lance K. Henry
Thomas Robert Hensler
Eliza Anne Hermansmeier-Fiscus*
Mercedes Elizabeth Hernandez
Guadalupe Herrera
Karli Kai Hess
Amanda Lee Hesser*
Kaleigh Lillian Hilger*
Jamela Ashandi Hill
David Gregory Hintze
Tanner Jay Hinze
Andrea Berrio Hiscoks*
Hayden Downing Hochevar
Marni Ashley Hoest
Brandon Clarence Hoffman*
Carolyn Irene Hofmann*
Bethany Evangeline-Hokkanen*
Casey Holahan
Melissa Catherine Holck
Michael Holloway
Rachel Elizabeth Holm
Cassondra Lee Holschbach
Ean Charles Holtz
Christie R. Hoppe
Sarah Ellen Horn*
Keio Horton
Alexandra Nicole Howard
Francis Walter Hozeny
Dave J. Huerta
Anthony James Huguet
Bryanna Derice Frances-Hutchins
Kofi Sey Intsiful
Hiroshi Ishii
Nikolina Ivankovic
Danny Ghaleb Jaber*
Brianna Shaniee Jackson*
Brian Paul Jensen
Steven Dale Jewell*
Rondell Ray Johnson
Brianna Nicole Johnson*
Detaya Latonya Johnson
John Simon Johnson
BreShuanda Jones
Demarco Dejuan Jones
Takevia Shastarr Jones
Brittany Marie Joosten
Rachel Elisabeth Jost
Joseph Aaron Joyce
Akebia Juett
Alex M. Julius*
Kimberly Vonda Kaiser
Claire Alexandra Kaleta
Huda Ahmad Karim
Ashley Marie Kast
Michael Peter Kay
Megan Stephanie Kemmert
Kaylee M. Kempen*
Daniel Joseph Kempf
Lydia Kaye Kentowski*
Jennifer Nicole Kesler
Husna Khan*
Zan Mohammed Khan*
Nou Khang
Ingrid Lesley Kiepert
Janet Kipum Kim
Erika Lynn Kinder
David George King
Amelia Kristine King
Sean Michael Klabough
Olivia Louise Klein
Cortney Michele Kling
Trevor C. Knight
Carli Debra Knudten
Jonathon Arthur Koehler
Jacob Russell Koepp
Jeffrey Regis Kolb
Sophia Koleno Chems
Bryce Allen Kolstad

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees
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COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

David Phillip Koltermann
James Gene Krambeer*
Rachel Michelle Kreiter*
Mitchell Scott Kreitzman
Paul James Krenz
Kari Krizan
William John Krombholz
Lauren M. Kubosch
Andrew John Kucharski
Tabitha Tracy Kuehnel
Andreas Richard Kueller
Mary Margaret Kusch*
Yeeon Kwak
Casey Paige Kyles
Chelsea Rae La Berge
Brigitte Marie Laabs
Joseph Raymond Laabs
Emily Jayne Lahmayer
Chelsea Morgan Lallemont
Morgan Marguerite Langereis*
Kristen Alicia Lango*
Matthew Larsen
Makila Lau
Megan Katherine Laughon*
Carole Ruth Lawonn
Roshi Lawrence
Jennifer Nicole Lawton*
Jennifer Ledbury
Jennifer Kate Lederer
Jason Reed Ledford
Amy Lee
Cassandra Lynn Lee
Chaera Lee
Dwayne Elliott Lee
Elizabeth Robecca Joane Lee
Yue Pheng Lee
Macy Lynn Lentz*
Dominic John Lerro*
Craig Iaian Lindsley
Jennifer Marie Lipinski
Lauren Emily Lisak*
Kylee Marie Liska
Michael Anthony Lizzo
Veronica Lococo
Annamarie Grace Lofald*
Holly Remington Adams-Lofgren
Samantha Lohrke
Anita Rose Loker
Sarah Marie Long
Alexia Xiomara Lopez
Lizbeth Lopez*
Melissa Christine Lopez
Gaochingsue Serena Lor
Mai E. Lor
Stephanie Nicole Low*
Oliver M. Lowe
Robbye Penelupe Lucero
Eileen Marie Luther
Bret Maertz
James Wolfgang Mahr
Stephen Anthony Maliborski
Kevin Alan Malott*
Jordan Mamayek*
Victoria Lynn Mandella
Kaleb William Maraccini
Derek Anthony Marinello*
Olivia Emily-Grace Marks
Samuel Eric Marks*
Mark Robert Maroni
Zachariah Nelson Kafer-Marrero*
Hannah Elizabeth Martin*
Jennifer Joan Martin*
Erica Martinez*
Ana Teresa Martinez-Ortiz
Hannah Lynn Martynski*
Cara Marzion
Michelle Ann Masters
Marianne Matos
Ashley Anne Matter*
Mindy Mays
Olena Maziar
Tevin McCoy
Peter McCracken
Jack Riley McMahon
Natalie Beatrice McNall
Rachel Helen McNaughton
Diane Norma Meade*
John Tranel Mesch
Andrew Harrington Meyer
Kayla Marie Michalowske
Joseph William Micholic
Malisa Lynn Middlebrooks
Amy Lynn Miksch
Aaron Patrick Miller
Alexis Honor Miller
Henry Matthew Miller*
Kari Ann Miller
Tabetha Rae Miller
Katie Maria Millikan
Marissa Lynne Mindiola*
Molly Helen Misfeldt*
Justin Edward Misiora
Demetrius Jamal Mitchell
Kathryn Celia Modl
David Scott Mollan
Kassidy Kristine Monroe
Ashely Darlene Monti
Joseph Benjamin Montoya
Shaprice Moore
Jordan Isaak Morales
Brooke Aynsley Moret*
Forrest Irwin Morrisey
Vernon Lamont Mosley
Jessica Nicole Mounts
Brandon Moy*
Caleb Anthony Mrozinsky*
Jessica Rachel Mulligan
Rusty Allen Mundorf
Matthew Anthony Mussa
Ahsa Na*
Anna Marie Nacker*
Brittany Najmabadi
Elijah Mitchel Neeb
Sarah Mary Nelson
Kyle Patrick Neuvile
Rick D. Nguyen
David Antony Noack
Yasmine Marie Noori
Artie Nosrati
Kathryn Elizabeth Novacek
Mackenzie Leigh Nuthals*
Kieran Michael O’Day
Simisola Odusanya
Kevin Onyeka Okonta
Kelvin Oln
John Christian Olla
Nehemiah Richard Olli
Aaron Jacob Olson
Alisha Olson
Kayla Catherine Olson*
Neriah Jean Olson
Lindsay Ann Orgas
Juan Sebastian Orjuela

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Maria Angeles Ortiz*
Victoria C. Ortiz
Carly Virginia Otto
Casey Jean Otto
Khalil Isaiah Ouellette*
Rachel Anna Pagel*
Benjamin Thomas Pankratz
Morgan Paradis
Hayley Patricia Parmentier
MacKenzie Paschke*
Vanja Pemac*
Ariel Beatrice Pena
Aerielle Monet Pendleton*
Anna Lee Percival
Alexa Nicole Peter
Marc Adrian Petrocci*
Jakayla Yonise Phillips*
Adrienne Nicole Pinter*
Matthew A. Poehlman
Jordan Todd Pogorzelski
Christopher Ponsonby
Amanda Josephine Porter
Stanley Albert Porubcan
Samantha Renee Prince*
Logan Alan Procell
Sidney Elizabeth Prussack
Johnjoseph Fredrick Pugel
Margaret Rose Puissant*
Emily Ann Punzel
Samantha Kay Purvis
Zeba Quadri
Kathleen Rose Quinn
Colonel Natchez Rader
Adela Raicu*
Joanne Raen Raj
Mohney Nayyer Rana
Lisa Marie Randolph*
Jesse Rapkin
Samantha Jean Rasch*
Syeda Sahrish Rashid*
Jamie Marie Rauch
Nicole Marie Recka*
Anthony Carl Redmond
Alexa Marie Reese
Sandra Renee Reetz
Sarah Marie Regner
Logan Reinke
Davis Lee Renzelmann
Hunter Marley Resler
Kellie Renae Rich
Daniel Michael Richards*
Travis Riley
Maria Jose Rivas Plata*
Phillip Wayne Robertson
Danielle Rae Rodamer
Anthony Jordan Rodriguez
Jonathan Andrew Rodriguez
Brian Paul Rogness
Natalia Nicole Rojas
Virginia Elizabeth Roos
Ian Andrew Ross
Karlyle Rodney Ross
Samuel Jordan Rowe
Stephanie Erin Rozek
Mingyin Ruan
Ashley Nicole Rubenzer*
Matthew David Rupena
Charles Corbin Russell
Michael John Sadowski
Ali Saiyed
Cristal Sanchez-Estrada
Katherine J. Santell*
Adam Randall Schaefer
Kayla Marie Schamerhorn*
Andrew Carlo Schendl*
Hannah Lin Scherkenbach*
William Schim
Kristopher G. R Schimmel
Olivia Kathleen Schmidt*
Randi Mariah Schmidt*
Elizabeth Whitney Schneider*
Lydia Elaine Schneider*
Rebecca Schnirman*
Elizabeth Anna Schoenbeck
Cody William Schreck*
Frank Lawrence Schroyer
Esther Jenny Schulman
Jillian Faye Schutz
Alexander Robert Scovner
Gabriel Stephen Scuglik
Melissa Sears
Mary Otto Selzer*
Viktoria Senych*
Somer Ragen Servais*
Randi Alex Seymour
Dana Shari Shannon*
Jeremiah Thomas Shaw
Loic Riely Shea-Van Hemelryk
Luke Gerald Sherwin
Abraham Joseph Shinners
Sheehan Hope Siegmund
Meghan Alyss Siemers
Colin James Sigmund*
Cinthia Gabriela Tellez Silva
Cheree C. Simmons
Satjinder Singh
Katrina Lisette Sisti
Samantha L. Skorlinski
Andrew Jeff Skwierawski
Katherine Deirdre Slater
Daniel David Smith
Margaret Sloan Smith
Tatum Lorin Smith*
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Solum*
Briana Maree Sowinski
Aarika L. Spalding
Autumn Sky Sparks*
Kathryn Amanda Sparks
Jacob Randall Spender*
Erik David Spering
Madison Faye Spigel*
Jack Kowal Spoden
Margaret Ann Sponholz*
Michael John Sportiello*
Emily Susan Sprister
Megan Christine Spurgeon
John Joseph Srok
Joel Stadtmueller
Erica Steib*
Jonathan Edward Steimle
Allison Chrystene Steines
Bridget Jean Stemper
Nicole Korinne Sterling*
Tesia Rae Stevens-Fabry
Emma Kay Stigney
Sinisa Stilin
Colleen Frances Stock*
Sarah Anne Stoltmann
Emily Marie Stone
Kayla Lorraine Strunz*
Meagan Elizabeth Sumter
Jasmine Virginia Sundberg
Scott David Suyama
Brad Michael Svaca
Sally Lou Sveicina
Kayla Ann Szalewski

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF
LETTERS & SCIENCE

Cinthia Gabriela Tellez Silva
Nayeli A. Tello Perez
Jenna Rae Terek*
Kaylee Del Rey Tesch
William Thomas Tewes
Houa Thao
Kao Zong Thao
Theresa Madeline Theune*
Taryn Evan Thilleman
Emily Lynne Thome*
Samuel Thompson
David John Thornburg
Kayla Jo Thuemler
Rheanne Devon Tibbits*
Kailin Marie Tintes*
Jennifer Tischer
Alyssa Marie Tomlinson
Emylie Catharine Tonnacliff*
Danielle Nicole Townsend
Shavon Tucker
Rebecca Hayley Ulnes
Molly Christine Underwager
Amanda Rachel Urlacher
Abraham John Van Akkeren*
Gabriella Rachal Van Den-Elzen*
Dawn Nicole Van Dyke
Sharon Jessica Van Leuven
Joshua Charles Van Schaick
Natasha D. Veal
Angela Rose Vellardita
Natalya Verbitska
Katarina Vergara
Kithara Ann Vogel*
Pao Choua Vue
Bryanna Wade-Gardner
Tosha Jean Wagner
Robert Alexander Walker*
Keaton Mark Walkowski
Bridgette Victoria Walters*
Nicole Renee Ward Guardiola
Edward James Warlin
Benjamin N. Wasserman*
Amanda Marie Watter*
Sara Sorensen Wdowicki*
Christopher William Webb*
Jenna Wegner
Victor Henry Weinert
Brandon Reid Weinhold
Ashley Richole Wells
Robert Anthony Welniak
Anna Kristina Welton
James Christian Welty*
Margaret Reed Wendelberger
Jackson Robert Wery
Brett Lawrence Weyers
Spencer White
Michael Scott Whittaker*
James Raymond Wieland
Sam Joseph Wier
Sebastian G. James Wierichs-Laurent*
Corey Darrell Williams
Morgan Kay Williams*
Nicholas John Williams*
Onea Williams
Xi’an Maya Williams
Jenna Marie Willoughby
Shaketa S Winters
Emily Marie Witt
Mary M. Woepse
Daniel Stephen Wojta
Raven Ariana Wood
Demi Jordan Woods*
Taylor Lee Woods
Shelby Jean Woodward
Gabriel Jon Wray*
Ame Xiong
Ar Blia Xiong
Pachee Xiong
Peggy P. Xiong
Tong Xiong
Henry Yim
Kate Nicole Young*
Jack Yovovich
Yun Yu
Megan Marie Yurchak
Brittany Danielle Zahn
Sydney Zahradka
Marlene Sameer Zahran
Katelyn Marie Zakhar
Jesse Earl Zeilmier
Daniel John Zielinski
David E. Zimmerman
Wendi Zitske*
Jennifer Renai Zuperku*

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science

Jessy F. Aguilera*
Ayah Aref Allan*
Laura Lee Bailey*
Carolina Yoshinaga Barnes
Brooke Nicole Baumgart*
Amanda L. Baxter*
Tracy Bernardo
Alicia Sue Blase
Rebecca Faye Blatt
David Jonathan Bold
Amber Lynn Bonsutto*
Echo Dannette Borges*
Sophia Penelope Branen
Amanda Mae Briggs
Christiana Marie Broughton*
Jessica Lynn Brown*
Mikaela Mary Brown*
Caitlyn Nicole Burmeister
Katalina Adelle Cade*
Alyssa Marie Capek
Jerrica Latonya Cashaw
Julie Cesario*
Brian Andrew Chieves*
Rolonda Christen
Anna Brigid Christenbury*
Hollie Ann Christensen*
Rochelle Trishawn Cockerham
Michael Kevin Coughlin*
Quinsha M. Crawford
Crystal Cruz*
Allison Daniels*
Jacyln Marie DeRosia*
Patrick Dolinsky
Adam Dominick
Matthew M. Ellenson*
Rebecca Farley*
Lilya Feldman
Anna Quinn Fochs*
Cory Fraher
Sheryl Elizabeth Fronk
Kate Lynn Gerou*
Rose Eleanor Giron
Beth Ann Haftoglu
Jessica Nichole Hansen
Danielle Henckel*
Alexander Henriksen*
Angela Henriquez*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science
La’Shae Allysia Allen
Leah Altenburg
Moses Andres Alvarez
Capri Analise Amelunk
Julia Kathryn Ames*
Samatha Jeanne Anderson
Kaera Anne Aubart
Breanna Louise Backus
Charles Lynn Bacon
Antigona Bajraktari
Latrice Rochelle Barbee
Nicole Renee Barbar
Karir Ashley Barnes
Nicole Terese Barnes
Jessica Sue Berndt*
Megan Maureen Bodart
Joseph Robert Bork
Abby G. Bostian
Dynasty Marie Brown
Freida Latee Brown
Molly Tara Brunner*
John Daniel Cashen
Chelsey J. Christianson
Paulina Loren Ciurro
Nick Michael Collies*
Erin Connell
Jennifer Marie Crawford
Andre Crivello
Monae Cunningham-Mapp
Emma Maria Davis
Shanette Laquail DeBerry
Sara Magdelena Deida
Anna Rose Dibba
Kasey Therese Drew-Degarmo
Deon Lamar Edmonds
Kari Egan
Max Michael Eggenberger*
Melanie Alexis Eichelberger
Kimberlie Emery
Rachel Anne Farrell
Jawanda Nichelle Fields
Jason Thomas Finley
Kaci Adelia Fitzgibbon
Anne Marie Flanagan
Patrick Brendan Flannery
Marvalene Shonte Flinn

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Bailey Marie Geurts
Andrew Paul Gordon*
Dezirae L. Grant
Kevin Eugene Gray
Rebecca Greer
Candace Renee Griffin
Dionca Griffin
Lauren Lynn Grotjahn
Jacob William Guenther
Aaron Mitchell Hack
Brady Ludwig Hammerer
Sarah Jane Hanley*
Colton James Hanus
Crystal Jean Roberta Harris
Cassidy Jo Hepp
Danielle Elizabeth Herman
Joshua James Hermann
Jenna Rae Houillon
Eric Thomas Hunsader
Ruth Iradukunda
Kristina Faith Jackson
Anna Elizabeth Jacques*
Emily Marie Janecek*
Ashley Renee Jelinski
Jakeshia Monique Johnson
Jasmyne Marina Sinclair-Johnson
Jazzmine Brittany Johnson
Michael Daniel Jordahl
Alissa Joy Judson*
Kimberly Patricia Jungers
Andrew James Kallie
Bobby Kalongo
Kaila Renae Klawes
Karla Klei*
Jessica Lynn Klubertanz*
Elaina Grace Knecht
Shafeanta Knox
Jackson Tendencia Kolb*
Vanessa Lynn Kopesky
Ian Ihor Kudrynskyv
Khalia Rae Kulppi
Nicholas Patrick Lawler Benishek
Bow Lee
Frank Lewis
Valerie Elizabeth Liesen
Vang Lor
Robert Paul Lyons
Austin James Malinowski*
Asja Emana Marks
Nicholas Samuel Massetti
Lakita Cherelle Masey
Durisha Monique McAlpine
Alison Jo McCarthy
Sean Francis McGiverin
Francisco Javier Mendoza
Joseph Anthony Mensah
Sara Jane Milligan
Walter Moore
Sarah Catherine Moral
Ashten Christina Morth
Jim Giovanni Nance
Jonnelli Nanette Navas-Gonzalez
Amber Gayle Nemetz
Holland Kathleen Odeja
David James Ordway
Shelby Marie O’relly
Marie Oveereem
Leigh Ann Parker*
Alejandro Daniel Patnode-Fonseca*
Clair Alexander Paul
Erin Victoria Lee Pechacek*
Robert John Perowitz
Laura Ashley Pfahler
Paige Catherine Pitz
Lauren Elise Polahar
Elizabeth Clare Pulvino
Kayla Maureen Quintleman*
Joshua James Remsza
Allison Marie Rohr
Myanna Marie Ruiz
Shavonne Hailey Russell
Katie Ann Ruth
Keren Matea Saidac
Raudel Salazar*
Gabriel Joseph Salerno
Brandon Savage
Kayla Marie Schamerhorn*
Nicholas Anthony Schlaefer
Justin Richard Schriener
Zachary Alexander Schuler
Avery Joel Scopp
Jacob John Seifert
Anthony Jay Seonbuchner
Nicole Jacquelyn Sidesky
Elli Sawn Sigler
Mallory Faye Silberman
Neetu Singh
Lataviann Smith
Josh David Sobczyk
Shannon Marie Spantikow
Betty Ann Spittlemeister
Maia Xu-Shan Stack*
Cara Marie Stangel
Jessica Beth Strohm
Lora Nicole Stupak*
Alexandra Elizabeth Sweet
Kelly Lynn Swinghamer*
Megan Joy Tarlton
Miranda Lynn Tarlton
Alicia Lee Thomas
Rhaven Townsend
Selena Thalia Trejo
Mary Colleen Trulley*
Merritt Blythe Tynefield
Garrett Ryan Ulickey
Bradley Alan Vajgrt
Cheeia Vang
Bethany Vega
Richard George von Stockhausen
Natalie Elaine Votto
Samuel Waggoner
Taylor Simone Walker
Sarah Jane Weber*
William Charles Westfall
Hannah Ruth Weston*
Jamie Lee Weston
Joyce L. Whitaker
Samantha Machelle Whitfield
Mackenzie Jane Wild
Ta’Liyah Ja’Kal Williams
Thomas Evan Witzel*
Briana Words
Ka Xiong
Mai Nou Xiong
Garrett William Yahr

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS & CHECK-IN TABLE VOLUNTEERS

Suzanne Abler  Andrea Azarian  Nicole Beier  Nicole Bungert  Gary Cooper-Sperber  Patrick Doran  Gabriela Dorantes  Ira Driscoll  Jen Georgeff  Kathy Heath  Travis Jones  Dusko Josifovski  Beth Kucera  Nurgul Kusak  Catherine Loomis  Rajani Madeti  Alberto Maldonado


Ramona Sledge  Laura Stark  Joseph Steinbring  Amanda Thompson  Tiffany Thornton  Benjamin Trager  Joely Urdan  Linda Walker  Betty Warras  Gwyn Wallander  Anne Willis  Barbara Wilson  Juanell Winters  Susan Wolff  Adam Zembrosky  Seth Zlotocha

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

Kate Block  Susan Gordon

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF

Bjorn Case  Griffin Schroeder  Steve Wilke
Jonah Molzahn  Fernando Valdivia
Mike Proell  Benjy Warbelton

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT

Sergeant Brian Switala and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT

Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF

Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS

Tammy Howard  Kimberley Kimpel  Christine Roberson

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS

Gillian Drummond  Andrea Miller
Cynthia Fitzsimmons  Cindy Petrites
PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.
Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or
e-mail at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media.
Tweet and instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmgard.
Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.